Gene-conversion in rabbit B-cell ontogeny and during immune responses in splenic germinal centers.
Combinatorial diversity is limited in rabbits because only a few V(H) genes rearrange. Most diversification of the primary repertoire is generated by somatic hypermutation and gene conversion-like changes of rearranged V(H) in B cells that migrate to appendix and other gut associated lymphoid tissues (GALT) of young rabbits. The changes are referred to as gene conversion-like because the non-reciprocal nature of the alterations introduced has not yet been demonstrated. There are many similarities between rabbits and chickens in how their B cells develop and diversify their repertoires. However, although the majority of rabbit B cells may have rearranged and diversified their V genes early in life, some B cells in adult rabbits have rearranged VH sequences that are identical or nearly identical to germline sequences. We found these cells in splenic germinal centers (GC) on days 7 and 10 after immunization of normal adult rabbits with DNP-BGG. By day 15, all rearranged V(H) sequences were diversified. We find an overall pattern of splenic precursor cells whose germline or near germline sequences change both by gene conversion and point mutations during early divisions and mainly by point mutations during later divisions. These events, in parallel with diversification of light chain sequences, may produce the diverse combining sites that serve as substrates for further affinity maturation by selection either within GC or later among emigrant cells in sites such as bone marrow. Some of the sequences altered by gene conversion in splenic germinal centers may also produce new members of the B-cell repertoire in adult rabbits comparable to those produced in GALT of neonatal rabbits.